Jim Hoffman disproves the official explanation
that the Twin Towers and Building 7 collapsed
as a consequence of the jetliner crashes and fires
-and- provides conclusive evidence of demolition,
proving the attack was a manufactured pretext for war
A MULTIMEDIA PRESENTATION FOLLOWED BY AUDIENCE DISCUSSION
The Towers’ destruction
showed the features of
controlled demolition

The official investigations
were farces
The strucutural steel was
systematically destroyed
Investigators were unpaid,
and barred from Ground
Zero
NIST’s investigation
avoided the core issue of
how the Towers came down

Sounds of explosions, like
rapid gunfire
Sudden onset, the Towers
telescoping into themselves
Waves of explosions
marching down the Towers
Near free-fall rate of
descent
Rapid growth of exploding
dust clouds to 800 feet in
diamter in 15 seconds
Radial symmetry about
Towers’ vertical axes
Totallity, leaving no large
structures
Thorough pulverization:
200,000+ tons of concrete
reduced to fine dust

The official explanations
are ludicrous
Rely on alleged phenomena
that cannot be
demonstrated -- total
top-down progressive
collapse
Are contradicted by the
evidence
Ignore engineering history
Fail to explain total
collapses
Ignore the many evident
features of demolition

About 8 seconds into the destruction of the
North Tower, 102 minutes after the crash

Simple, non-technical
arguments prove
demolition beyond a
reasonable doubt

th

DATE: Saturday, May 27 7:00 PM
PLACE: Unitarian Universal Fellowship of Poughkeepsie, 67 Randolph Ave.
CO-SPONSOR: Dutchess Peace. MORE INFORMATION: http://wtc7.net/events/
Jim Hoffman, a research scientist and investigator of the 9/11/01 attack since early 2003, is:
Creator and senior editor of
911Research.WTC7.net:
The top-ranking website exposing 9/11
as an inside job, seen by more than
10,000 readers per day

Creator of
911Review.com:
exposing misinformation
used to discredit challenges
to the official story

Creator of
WTC7.net:
the definitive site on
the third skyscraper to collapse
on 9/11/01: Building 7

Co-author the the book Co-creator of DVD
WAKING UP FROM
9/11 GUILT: The Proof
OUR NIGHTMARE:
is in Your Hands
The 9/11/01 Crimes
in New York City

